
FAMOUS ESSAYISTS ENGLISH

If you're trying to find out the names of famous English essayists then this list is the perfect resource for you. These
essayists are among the most prominent in.

It may be that the English essay is our most actively present literary vehicle: our attachment to the best of what
has been done in that form only deepens by the hour. They evidently furnished the model for those charming
discursive papers by Cowley, Halifax, and Temple, which closely resemble some of the best work of Hazlitt or
Lamb. They talked about arts, self-awareness, the unity of self and nature, and a human mission in this world.
Since the death of Orwell, we are used to hearing that life has become too busy and the media too congested
for the quietly mind-altering essay to work its magic on the average British reader, but the times are
argumentative and the essay has returned with a well-polished vengeance. The Romantic movement originated
in Germany but spread to other European countries, England and France in particular. Key topics of their
essays were: Unjust laws Slavery and fights against it Criticism of government with their policy
Disagreements with aristocrats Warnings of implications such global changes might have It was the time of
revolutionary literature. They experimented with writing techniques, expressed their thoughts in tricky yet
meaningful ways, and tried to cut through the clutter of their peers. Du Bois : Of Mr. Words are their weapon,
powerful enough to influence your attitude toward writing in general, and your writing assignments in
particular. The modern essay can be a piece of work as personal as a love letter, as world-altering as a policy,
capturing the spirit of the age in words that can seem to clear the air for new ways of living. Twenty-five years
ago, Mr Cassidy asked me to write a story in class about sibling rivalry. George Eliot's novels are, as much as
anything, compendiums of ripostes to the great English essays of the day, and no less good for that. It turned
out he was my old English teacher, Mr Cassidy, who is now retired but who told me he likes to follow my
excursions in the literary world. Could it not serve as an epigraph to everything Shakespeare wrote? We bet
you know their names. One often feels something instinctive when meeting an old teacher. But if it be
stopped, and cannot have his way, it becometh adust, and thereby malign and venomous. Essay writers of that
time were poets and fiction authors as well, with the core topic of self-development. Those men of letters had
to pay for publishing, so they did best for their writings to be topical, informative, and original. Needless to
say, they expressed such moods in writings. Civil War assigned topics to famous essay writers of that time,
and it was the period when optimism had given its way to exhaustion. He read it at the end of the session and
asked me why I had opened the story with sentences about a family cat wrapping itself around the leg of a
dining table. Essays by famous authors described antislavery, faltering steps of democracy, American
exceptionalism, the Constitution, American generations, and relations between England and America. Just as
the French cannot think of Flaubert's experiments in psychological realism without first thinking of Rousseau's
beautiful Confessions, the English cannot imagine the works of Jane Austen without Mary Wollstonecraft's
Vindication of the Rights of Women. The novel and the drama may continue to dominate, but the fleet-footed
essay - the four-minute mile of English literature - is awakening a new generation to the fun of good writing,
the cut and thrust of intellectual engagement. The French are happier to speak of the intellect than are the
British, which is sometimes surprising, given the way British essayists invented a form of writing in which the
pulse of personality and the beat of society can be felt in the rhythm of good English prose. Full access to this
book and over 94, more Over 14 million journal, magazine, and newspaper articles Access to powerful writing
and research tools Book details. When I think of the great British writers of the past years I consider many of
them to have been correspondents in an argument about selfhood and society, much of that argument stirred
into being by the great essayists. Influenced by Latin American realism and European existentialism, postwar
literature was much multifaceted. Great essay writers have been working since the dawn of history, with each
period celebrating new names and their signature roles in the evolution of a language. Writings of that time are
of a big value today, as they help us understand life models and moods of postwar Americans. Can one
envision Oscar Wilde without Pater and Ruskin? Disillusioned with wars and life values they had, Faulkner,
Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and other best-known representatives of their generation hated aristocrats and craved
for recognition. The final words: As you see, essay writing goes beyond college assignments. They reveal
peculiar details about those facts and events, which helps readers understand past and present better. America
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transformed into a powerful nation then.


